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Tungsten wire-array Z-pinch experiments at 200 TW and 2 MJ *
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Stygar, K. W. Struve,a) S. P. Breeze, J. S. McGurn, J. A. Torres, D. M. Zagar, T. L.
Gilliland, D. O. Jobe, J. L. McKenney, R. C. Mock, M. Vargas, and T. Wagoner
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

D. L. Peterson
Los Alamos National Laboratories, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

~Received 19 November 1997; accepted 3 February 1998!

HereZ, a 60 TW/5 MJ electrical accelerator located at Sandia National Laboratories, has been used
to implode tungsten wire-array Z pinches. These arrays consisted of large numbers of tungsten wires
~120–300! with wire diameters of 7.5 to 15mm placed in a symmetric cylindrical array. The
experiments used array diameters ranging from 1.75 to 4 cm and lengths from 1 to 2 cm. A 2 cm
long, 4 cm diam tungsten array consisting of 240, 7.5mm diam wires~4.1 mg mass! achieved an
x-ray power of;200 TW and an x-ray energy of nearly 2 MJ. Spectral data suggest an optically
thick, Planckian-like radiator below 1000 eV. One surprising experimental result was the
observation that the total radiated x-ray energies and x-ray powers were nearly independent of pinch
length. These data are compared with two-dimensional radiation magnetohydrodynamic code
calculations. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~98!95005-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Z pinches have long fascinated the plasma physics c
munity. In this geometrically simple configuration it seem
easy to create high-density and high-temperature plasm
perhaps reaching fusion conditions. But extensive exp
mental and theoretical work in the 1950s and 1960s sho
that magnetohydrodynamic instabilities prevented one fr
reaching the required plasma temperatures and densitie
fusion in equilibrium pinches.1 These observations led to
loss in interest in Z pinches as fusion systems until the
vent of the frozen fiber pinch research.2 More recently, how-
ever, improvements in the technology of fast pulsed elec
cal power and load design have reopened interest in the
of fast, dynamic Z pinches as x-ray sources for fus
applications.3–12 We describe experiments conducted on
Z accelerator9–11 located at Sandia National Laboratories,
which currents up to 20 MA delivered in;100 ns have been
used to rapidly implode tungsten wire-array Z pinches a
generate powerful pulses of x rays. X-ray powers up to 2
TW and x-ray energies of nearly 2 MJ have been measu
In parallel with our new experimental capabilities, tw
dimensional radiation magnetohydrodynamic codes h
quantitatively modeled Z-pinch dynamics.13,14

In this paper we present data from tungsten wire-ar
Z-pinch experiments on the Z accelerator, describe the o
all energy balance in the experimental system, and com
these data with two-dimensional radiation-magne
hydrodynamic calculations. Calculations suggest that

*Paper kWeaI2-2 Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.42, 1947~1997!.
†Invited speaker.
a!Also at Mission Research Corporation, Albuquerque, New
Mexico 87106.
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overall dynamics of wire-array Z pinches are well modele
assuming that the implosion physics is dominated by
magneto-Rayleigh–Taylor instability.8,13,14

II. THE Z ACCELERATOR

The experiments described herein were conducted on
Sandia National Laboratories Z accelerator.9,10 Z is the latest
in a sequence of Z-pinch drivers, at Sandia National Labo
tories, based on water-dielectric pulse-forming technolo
Z, which stores 11.4 MJ in its 36 Marx generators, couple
MJ in a 60 TW/105 ns full-width-at-half-maximum~FWHM!
pulse into 36, constant-impedance 4.32V water transmission
lines. In its normal operating mode, Z delivers up to 3.0 M
and 50 TW of electrical energy to four, separate vacu
insulator stacks. Total currents up to 20 MA are measure
the insulator stack. Current is fed via four magnetically
sulated vacuum transmission lines~MITLs! and a vacuum
convolute to the Z-pinch load.~See Fig. 1.! Depending on
the load geometry, power flow configuration, initial indu
tance~typically 10–12 nH!, and the implosion time~100–
150 ns!, we reach peak load currents of 16–20 MA with
time-to-peak current of 105 ns. The constant, 120 mV im-
pedance of the long water transmission lines allows us
accurately model the electrical circuit and load coupling w
lumped circuit codes.15

III. Z-PINCH LOAD HARDWARE

The initial condition of the Z pinches is determined by
highly symmetrical cylindrical wire array. These arrays a
composed of 120–300 tungsten wires with a 1–2 cm len
and with array diameters ranging between 17.5 and 40 m
The diameters of the individual tungsten wires are typica
7.5–15mm and result in total masses of 4.1–10 mg. Figur
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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2106 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 5, No. 5, May 1998 Spielman et al.
shows a picture of such a wire array. The azimuthal a
radial positioning tolerance of an individual wire
675mm. The individual wire diameter and mass is me
sured via a scanning electron microscope and a high a
racy mass scale, respectively. Both techniques have s
dards traceable to the National Institute of Standards
Technology and result in measurements of;5% accuracy.
The array is placed in a coaxial configuration with the w
array acting as the inner conductor. The distance between
wires in the array and the outer conductor is typically 5 m

The initial condition of the annular Z-pinch plasma
formed by the heating and vaporization of the wire arr
initiated by a current prepulse that can be described b
linear ramp 50 ns long reaching a peak current of 200–
kA. The main current pulse completes the vaporization a
ionization process~begun by the prepulse! within a few ns.
Data from earlier experiments suggest that details of
wire initiation process play a significant role in the fin
pinch quality.5–8

IV. X-RAY DIAGNOSTICS AND DATA ACQUISITION

We used a variety of x-ray diagnostics for these exp
ments. Spatially integrated diagnostics such as x-ray dio
~XRDs!,16 resistive bolometers,17 and diamond photocon
ducting detectors~PCDs!18 are fielded for all shots. We als
employ time-resolved and time-integrated x-ray spec
graphs and a time-resolved x-ray pinhole camera. Off-a
lines of sight are oriented 78° off the axis of the Z pinch. T
18–25 m length of the line of sight is dictated by the e
tremely high source flux. Indeed, even the relatively insen
tive bolometers are placed 20 m from the x-ray source. O
line of sight contained all of the diagnostics except the tim
resolved x-ray pinhole camera. Electrical signals are
corded on 1 GHz bandwidth digitizers.

FIG. 1. A drawing of the Z insulator stack and MITLs is shown. Note, on
half a cylindrically symmetric section is displayed. The diameter of
insulator stack is;3.6 m.
Downloaded 26 Sep 2013 to 131.211.208.19. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.
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A five-channel, vitreous-carbon-cathode XRD array
used to measure the x-ray flux in the energy range
;100 eV to 2.3 keV using the following set of filters: 4.7
mm of Kimfol; 1 mm of vanadium; 0.8mm of zinc plus 0.5
mm of Parylene N;19 8 mm of beryllium plus 1 mm of
Parylene N; and 10mm of beryllium plus 0.8mm of vana-
dium. In particular, this detector set was designed to de
mine the color and brightness temperatures of nearly Plan
ian radiators. Typically, the XRD data is unfolded to provi
an x-ray spectrum, peak x-ray power, and the total x-
energy radiated from the source. The XRD photocatho
are calibrated on the National Synchrotron Light Source
the Brookhaven National Laboratory. The XRD filters a
calibrated on several x-ray and particle sources. An arra
six, 1 mm thick, 3 mm long diamond PCDs are used
measure the x rays in the 1–10 keV portion of the spectru
We use an array of three, identical, unfiltered thin-film nick
resistive bolometers to measure the total x-ray fluence fr
the source to compare to the XRD measurements. These
tectors are sensitive to x rays from 5 to 1500 eV and hav
nearly flat spectral response over that range. These bo
eters have a time response of;2 ns and provide a second
independent, measure of the x-ray energy and power~com-
pared with an unfold of the XRD data!. The bolometer sen-
sitivities are based on the specific heat, density, and resi
ity of nickel and the physical dimensions of the element.

Plasma dynamics are measured using a time-resolve
ray pinhole camera, which has 100 ps time gates and 2
interframe times. The camera has a magnification of 1.73
uses 50–120mm diam pinholes. We have used either 25
mm thick beryllium filters or 5.5mm thick aluminized-
Kimfol filters on the camera. Images are recorded on Kod
RAR2484 film and digitized with a Perkin-Elmer densitom
eter.

V. X-RAY POWER AND ENERGY OPTIMIZATION
EXPERIMENTS

We conducted experiments on Z in which the Z-pin
load parameters were varied to study their effect on radia

FIG. 2. A photograph of a 4 cm diam tungsten wire array. The array ha
240, 7.5mm diam wires.
 Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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2107Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 5, No. 5, May 1998 Spielman et al.
production. We describe here three series of experiments
first in which the load mass was varied while the diame
was fixed at 40 mm and the length was held at 2 cm;
second, where the array diameter was varied between
and 40 mm, with a constant 2 cm pinch length and 105
implosion time; and a third, where the pinch length was v
ied between 1 and 2 cm, with a 30 mm diam array and 1
ns implosion time.

A. Variation of load mass/Array diameter fixed

The baseline load design for Z was a 40 mm diam, 2
long tungsten wire array. Using this load we varied the w
diameter and wire number~total load mass! to optimize both
the electrical coupling to the accelerator and the x-ray o
put. The x-ray energy and x-ray power were found to
crease as the implosion time was decreased from 150 to
ns, the optimal time for coupling electrical energy to t
load. Figure 3 shows the x-ray energy and power as a fu
tion of implosion time, defined as the time of peak x-r
power. The x-ray powers and energies were obtained from
unfold of the XRD data and from bolometry. The optimiz
tion in energy radiated is directly proportional to both t
electrical energy coupled into the load kinetic energy and
the energy available in the magnetic field near the pinch
the time of stagnation. The voltage~and power! at the insu-
lator typically reverses at approximately 110 ns. Implosio
that occur later than this time are less efficient because
ergy is flowing out of the vacuum MITL. For implosio
times earlier than 110 ns, the implosions occur before
electrical energy is fully delivered to the load region, and
increase in x-ray power is due to the increasing energy in
pinch coupled with a decreasing radiation pulsewidth.~See
Fig. 3.! The decreasing pulsewidths are due to both hig
implosion velocities and possibly the impact of individu
wire diameter on the initial condition of the Z pinch. Th
data in Fig. 3 for the 120 wire arrays~solid symbols! show a
peak power of 170630 TW at an implosion time of 120 ns
The data points represented by the open symbols~shot 26!
are the result of doubling the number of wires in the ar
from 120 to 240. This shot gave a power of 230640 TW and
a radiated energy of 2.660.3 MJ. All the shots in Fig. 3 were

FIG. 3. The x-ray power and energy is plotted as a function of implos
time. The closed triangles are the power from 120-wire arrays and the cl
circles are the energy. The open symbols are the energy and power fro
array with 240 wires.
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performed without apertures to limit the field of view of th
diagnostics to only the pinch. This very high yield sugges
that reradiation from the return current hardware and
gold-coated cathode surface was contributing to the m
sured energies and powers; simple estimates suggested
a 20% contribution.

Shot 26 was repeated on shots 51 and 52. These s
like shot 26, had a 40 mm diam, 2 cm long tungsten w
array with 240 wires. Shot 51, however, had
6.8 mm315 mm aperture located 15 cm from the source
limit the field of view to just the pinch and the stainless ste
anode immediately behind the pinch. Shot 51 generate
peak x-ray power of 210640 TW and an x-ray energy o
1.960.25 MJ. The total x-ray pulsewidth for this shot wa
5.5 ns FWHM. These data are seen in Fig. 4. The peak p
ers measured with a limiting aperture~shot 51! and without
an aperture~shot 52! are similar. However, the late tim
emissions are much higher without the aperture, which
consistent with our hypothesis of wall reradiation.

The x-ray powers and energies generated on shots
51, and 52 represent x-ray power and energy records for
reusable laboratory source. The powers and energies sh
herein are the result of a five-channel XRD spectral unf
and are checked against bolometry. An example of an X
unfold is shown in Fig. 5. This unfolded XRD spectrum
plotted against a 200 eV Planckian spectrum with appro
ate geometry-corrected brightness. At photon energies
;2 – 3 keV, spectrometer data show the presence of tung
M-shell transitions at intensities greater than the 200
blackbody limit. It is likely that the lower-opacity M-shel
spectrum represents emission from the hotter plasma co

Although the x-ray powers from Z are very large, the
is still room for improvement. The soft-filtered time-resolve
x-ray pinhole camera data~an example is shown in Fig. 6!
indicate that these tungsten pinches have final pinch di
eters that are larger and pinches that are less uniform
those measured on Saturn.8 This difference is not unexpecte
as the implosion times and initial array radii are twice tho
of Saturn. Typically, the diameters determined from x-r
emissions above 200 eV are between 1.5 and 2.0 mm
Saturn, we measured 1 mm diam. As seen in Fig. 6,
emissions are axially nonuniform, which is generally cons

n
ed
an

FIG. 4. The currents and x-ray powers from two shots having 40 mm d
arrays with 240, 7.5mm diam wires. Shot 51~solid lines! had an aperture
and shot 52~dashed lines! did not have an aperture.
 Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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tent with the evolution of Rayleigh–Taylor~RT! instabilities.
One major area of research is the reduction of the azimu
nonuniformities driving RT by increasing the number
wires in the wire array. As described above, the increas
x-ray power seen on shot 26 can be directly correlated to
increase in the number of wires from 120 to 240.20 The miti-
gation of RT via a reduction in the initial perturbation leve
or via complex load designs has the potential to reduce
pulsewidths and result in tighter pinches and would hav
major impact on the x-ray power. Another unusual pheno
enon is the presence of absorption features that may be
to plasma blowoff from diagnostic slots in the return curre
can. Future experiments will study diagnostic hole closur

B. Diameter scan/Implosion time fixed

After we determined the optimal implosion time for e
ergy coupling to the Z-pinch load~110 ns! a scan of array
diameter was conducted to further optimize the power an
explore the power flow issues of driving small diameter
rays. The mass of the load was varied by changing the tu
sten wire diameter and wire number in order to hold
implosion time constant. The interwire spacing of the ar

FIG. 5. A spectral unfold generated from XRD data is compared wit
200 eV Planckian spectrum. X-error bars show the energy bin width and
Y-error bars reflect the uncertainty in the photocathode and filter cali
tions and in the unfold routine.

FIG. 6. A sequence of time-resolved x-ray pinhole pictures is shown fo
shot 48, a 30 mm diam array with 180, 10mm diam wires. The peak x-ray
power occurred at 107 ns. The camera views a 15 mm length of the pin
plasma.
Downloaded 26 Sep 2013 to 131.211.208.19. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.
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was held nearly constant to minimize the effect of chang
azimuthal load symmetry. The length of the arrays was h
constant at 2 cm. Figure 7 plots the total x-ray power a
function of wire array diameter. The data show that t
power generated by the pinch decreases rapidly as the a
diameter is decreased. For an array diameter of 20 mm
x-ray power had fallen to 70 TW from a peak of 200 TW
a 40 mm diam. Some of this decrease was expected due
reduction in implosion velocity and due to the increased w
size. In addition, a reduction in total coupled energy w
expected due to increased initial inductance in the wire ar
Coupled with the reduced velocity, this would also be se
as a reduction in radiated power. We observed a larger
duction in x-ray yield and power than expected. This red
tion in yield appears to be due to a synergistic increase
electrical losses in the vacuum convolute. We concluded
we needed to decrease the inductance of the smaller diam
loads to reduce these electrical losses if we want to impr
the x-ray production efficiency.

C. Pinch length variation/Implosion time and array
diameter fixed

One way of reducing the load inductance and, pot
tially, increasing the x-ray energy and x-ray power per u
length of the pinch is to decrease the total pinch length.
conducted a series of experiments in which a 30 mm dia
tungsten wire-array load was fielded with 1.5 and 1.0
lengths.21 We expected to see as much as a 30% increas
the energy per cm but a decrease in total x-ray energy
power compared to 2 cm long pinches on the basis of
changes in total kinetic energy. This slight increase in ene
per cm would be due to the lower initial inductance of t
shorter load giving a slightly higher peak current and allo
ing up to a 30% heavier mass per cm with a constant imp
sion time. As shown in Fig. 8 the x-ray power per cm f
these shots increased significantly. These data show tha
energy per unit length on the shortest length increased ne
a factor of 2 over the x-ray energy from a 2 cmlong pinch.
This increase cannot be simply explained in terms of
radial kinetic energy delivered to the pinch.

One possible explanation for a larger than expected
crease is that the pinch extracts extra energy from its
rounding magnetic field during the final few ns of the sta

a
e
-

Z

ed

FIG. 7. The measured x-ray powers~triangles! and energies~circles! are
plotted as a function of array diameter for a constant implosion time.
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nation. A 1 cm long pinch not only sees a slightly highe
peak current~19 MA vs 18 MA!, but thedL/dt-driven dip in
the current at stagnation~13.1 MA vs 9.8 MA, est.! is less
because the dynamic change in the pinch inductance is
as large. This argument implies that while there is one-h
the final ~and initial! inductance around a 1 cmlong pinch
~than a 2 cmlong pinch! there is also 1.34 times more cu
rent at the time of stagnation. Thus, the amount of ene
stored in the local magnetic field at stagnation is nearly
same in these two cases! Compressional pdV work, Oh
heating, and turbulence provide paths for energy store
the magnetic field to enter the pinch and to be radiated a
rays. These arguments are consistent with the facts tha
total radiated energy is always much larger than the ra
component of kinetic energy and that the two-dimensio
~2-D! calculations discussed in the next section show that
J3B forces acting on a stagnated plasma are importan
heating the plasma.14,21

VI. THEORY AND MODELING

A. Circuit modeling

First, we describe circuit modeling conducted with t
SandiaSCREAMERcode.15 In SCREAMER, the electrical circuit
of Z from the Marx generators to the load is modele
SCREAMERis much preferred over a simple lumped-eleme
circuit code, because it accurately treats the details of
setup of magnetic insulation and self-consistent losses in
vacuum convolute. InSCREAMER, the details of vacuum
power flow react to the dynamic impedance of a wide vari
of Z-pinch loads. For example, a highly inductive load w
see less current than otherwise expected because of incre
power flow losses. Thus, a single pulsed power setup
model a wide range of loads. We have foundSCREAMER to
be accurate. Figure 9 compares the current measured a
insulator stack and in the MITLs withSCREAMER calcula-
tions for the currents at the same locations. The adjust
parameter inSCREAMERis the effective electrical loss in th
vacuum convolute. We determined the value of the loss
pedance~the so-called Z-flow impedance! by normalizing

FIG. 8. The measured power per unit length versus the pinch length fo
mm diam arrays with near-constant implosion times of 10362 ns. The num-
ber of 10mm diam wires were increased~180, 200, 220! as the pinch length
was decreased.
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SCREAMER against data from one set of load paramete
Once the loss impedance was chosen,SCREAMERwas used to
model a wide range of load parameters. Screamer calc
tions allowed an accurate choice of load masses that m
tain good electrical coupling over a wide range of load
mensions.

B. Radiation hydrodynamics calculations

Calculations to model the detailed dynamic and radiat
performance of the Z pinch itself are much more difficu
Tungsten Z pinches on the Z accelerator tend to have h
opacities and low temperatures, making the use of MH
approximations and three temperature models with radia
diffusion quite adequate. We are using a Los Alamos 2
Eulerian radiation-magnetohydrodynamics code~RMHD!
with a simple 3 T plasma treatment, Sesame equation of s
and opacities,22 classical Spitzer resistivities, and radiatio
diffusion to model the stability and radiative performance
tungsten Z pinches.13,14 The zoning used to determine th
Eulerian mesh was determined by the tradeoff between r
lution and computing time constraints. Typically, 200 ax
~100 mm long! and 200 radial~100 mm wide! zones are
employed so that a 1 mmwavelength is resolved by ten cells
With the zoning fixed and an assumed 1 mm initial sh
thickness, we find that only one adjustable parameter is n
essary to get good agreement with data: the initial rand
density perturbation applied to the plasma shell. Figure
shows plasma isodensity contours for a 30 mm diam w
array Z-pinch implosion when a 2.5% initial density pertu
bation is used. The growth of short-wavelength (,1 mm)
RT instabilities is evident as the shell implodes before
shell reaches the axis, the bubbles begin to break and
some mass to the axis. From Fig. 11, these features ca
seen to correlate with the onset of x-ray emissions. The p
x-ray emission correlates with the arrival of all the shell ma
on axis.

These detailed calculations agree well with the measu
Z-pinch performance. Figure 11~a! shows a comparison of a
calculation with Z shot 26 for a 4 cmdiam, 2 cm long tung-
sten wire array. In this case, only the perturbation leve
adjusted to get agreement with the observed pulsewidth.
powers and pulse shapes agree well except for a small

0

FIG. 9. The circuit model predicted current at the insulator stack~dash–
dotted line! and in the MITLs~dotted line! is compared with the measure
current at the insulator stack~solid line! and in the MITLs~dashed line! on
Z.
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shift possibly due to inaccuracies in measuring the load c
rent waveform timing. Figure 11~b! shows a similar compari
son for shot 48, a 30 mm diam wire array, using the sa
random density perturbation as the 40 mm case in Fig. 11~a!.

Since theRMHD calculations appear to model the dynam
ics and radiation emission of the pinch quantitatively it
instructive to examine the detailed internal energetics see

FIG. 10. The radiation-MHD calculation shows the development of
Rayleigh–Taylor instabilities as the tungsten wire-array implodes. Each
represents the implosion at a different time as shown for a 30 mm d
array implosion~shot 48! and they correspond to the same times as use
Fig. 11~b!.

FIG. 11. The calculated~dashed lines! current and x-ray power are com
pared with the data~solid lines! for ~a! shot 26 and~b! shot 48. The pertur-
bation level was set to 2.5% for both calculations. To match the meas
implosion time, the load current~not measured on shot 48! was calculated to
be 15.5 MA.
Downloaded 26 Sep 2013 to 131.211.208.19. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract.
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e

in

these calculations. The 2-D calculations in Ref. 14 show t
energy enters the imploding plasma via theJ3B force and
Ohmically. Initially, theJ3B force acts only to accelerat
the plasma radially inward. As RT instabilities grow, som
of that energy ends up in nonradial kinetic energy. The
stabilities also act to broaden the plasma sheath so that a
plasma begins to stagnate at the axis of symmetry and h
the outer portion of the sheath is still being accelerated
the driving current. At this point in time the plasma is bein
heated not only through the stagnation, but through p
compression. Calculations show that Ohmic heating from
sistive and inductive voltages plays a minor role in the st
nation energetics. The calculations release the internal
ergy as radiation. Only 50% of the energy in radiation can
directly attributed to the conversion of kinetic energy. T
remaining energy is that component ofJ3B work seen as
pdV work. The result is that the Z pinch can radiate mo
than would be expected from simple 0-D and 1-D calcu
tions using measured compression ratios.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Z has demonstrated the generation of 200640 TW of
x-ray power and 1.960.25 MJ of x-ray energy from tungste
wire-array Z pinches. We have delivered up to 20 MA
low-inductance Z-pinch loads with minimal electrical losse
Data show and calculations predict significant levels
Rayleigh–Taylor instabilities in the implosions. We ha
been able to model the dynamics and fit the x-ray perf
mance of tungsten wire-array Z pinches to610% accuracies
with 2-D RMHD codes.
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